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Kirby Creek Village HOA signs Agreement with
Barnette to Use Water from our large pond for

Fracking
For those owners who have moved into Kirby Creek
since 2009, or lived here then but do not recall this,
our HOA entered into a leasing agreement with
Chesapeake back then which allowed Chesapeake to
drill for gas in our common area. Many individual
owners at Kirby Creek also entered into a similar
agreement for their lots. These agreements allowed
the HOA to earn leasing fees of over $60,000 which
we have maintained as reserves for emergency
repairs and capital improvements.

Shortly thereafter, a water leasing arrangement was
also entered into whereby Chesapeake pumped
water from our large pond to use during fracking.
Chesapeake would pump water out of the pond and
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replaced it with water from fire hydrants that they
purchased from the City of Grand Prairie. This
procedure took less than two weeks each time and
there was no odor, no noise, no damage to fish,
wildlife or landscape, and with essentially no
complaints from owners. For the most part, this went
on without a hitch and the vast majority of owners
did not even notice that it was taking place.

This arrangement was done on three separate
occasions and netted the HOA approximately an
additional $19,000 of reserve money. It was highly
successful and Chesapeake did a great job of making
sure there was no disruption to anyone’s lifestyle
even for a short period.

Now, here in 2020, Chesapeake has stopped drilling
for many years for financial reasons including drop
in the price of gas and their own financial difficulties
which led to their bankruptcy. The leases have been
transferred to Barnette and they are drilling in the
KCV area from the same drilling site as well as a
second site just to the Southeast of the area, and
they have asked, and we accepted, almost a
duplication of the same arrangements we had in
2009. The Arrangement was signed last Friday with
the help of our attorneys, Riddle and Williams, and
they immediately started the transfer of water from
the pond and started immediately to refill the pond
with city water.

They expect the first withdrawal of water and refill
will be completed just before or just after Xmas and
should net the HOA at least another $6,000 in
reserves. The doors are also open for additional
similar contracts if they need more fracking water.

It turns out that the Barnette Company are working
with the same crews, and out of the same offices that
Chesapeake did, and they expect to handle this in the
same manner as the first successful arrangement



did.

The HOA also gets royalties from the sale of gas
when it occurs and we have been getting reducing
amounts every year. Over the past two years this has
been reduced to a trickle. We expect a large rebound
in royalties from this also. The other benefit to
owners is it protects us from special assessments in
the event of unforeseen emergencies to common
area property. In addition, it will provide funds for
future improvements that may arise from owner
suggestions and Board of Director planning that
could have a significant impact on the value of our
homes.

The Board of Directors are very excited about this
opportunity and were major supporters of this
opportunity. This is a perfect example for all owners
of some of the exciting and beneficial planning and
decision making that motivate owners to serve on
the Board.

As a matter of fact, there is position on the Board
helping us continue to improve the property and
contribute to the future growth in values, please
contact us at kirbycreekvillage@yahoo.com and we
will contact you about this opportunity

HAPPY HOLIDAY’S
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